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Download today to get an exclusive FREE BONUS vampire romance book included in your

download! Read below for details! Handsome vampire Luke Bennett was out at a bar and looking

for a good time. Luckily for him, the gorgeous Kimberly Moody was looking for the same. A night of

no-strings attached fun was just the thing Kimberly needed after a stressful week at work. Luke's

status as a vampire was just an unexpected bonus for her. However, that single night of fun was

soon to become the complete opposite as Kimberly found she was somehow pregnant with the

Vampire's baby. Now sheer HELL is about to break loose for her and her lover in more ways than

one.... GET THIS TODAY AND GET A NEVER BEFORE RELEASED FREE BONUS:THE

VAMPIRE'S UNWANTED WIFE â€œHe didn't want her but now he has to protect herâ€• Rita's past

as a vampire hunter made her the type of woman that handsome vampire Asher would never go for

despite how much he was attracted to her. However, when his shapeshifter enemies make the

mistake of thinking that Rita is his wife, they go after her. And they want her dead. Now Asher feels

he has no choice but to save his apparently unwanted â€œwifeâ€• and the two of them soon find

themselves fighting much more than their feelings for each other in the process...  This

EXCLUSIVELY FREE bonus is included in your download if you get it today, so scroll up and start

reading now!
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Well, that's 2 hours I'm not getting back. I forced myself to finish this book because I paid for it. Had

it been free, I wouldn't have made it past chapter 2. I didn't bother with the second book, nor will I

buy any more books from this author. At least it was only 99 cents.

The first book had a very poor plot. The baby was not the focus and the rest of the story was

confusing. The vampires were pretty whimsy. The second story was marginally better although still

weak. Again, the characters were poorly developed and the plot could use some work.

The H&H in this book were stupid. After a quick 1 night stand Kim becomes pregnant with Luke's

baby. Kim only has to be pregnant for 3 months then delivers her hybrid Vamp/human child. And...

that's how quick that story progressed from sex, cya to the next chapter Oh hello I delivered cuz I'm

on my way home with the baby. Then all the sudden we get some long drawn out background of

Kim's life. (filler)?? Then she and Luke are back together but she has some kinda bonding powers

and then she tells Luke she loves him and that's the first time she ever said that. Uhm Hello what

about your baby>!>!>! Who by the way just seems to be a reference thrown in every now and then.

Personally Kim sucks as a Mom!!! She's always running off and leaving her baby. Who leaves their

baby 3 days after birth to go out for a hamburger. Personally I think Dougie acted more masculine

that cry baby Luke. So yeah...... this book SUCKED!

I loved this book, I loved the characters and the story. It kept me interested from start to finish. I

couldnâ€™t put it down I was able to finish it in one sitting. I would definitely recommend this book

especially if you like vampires. I thought that you it has everything that you can want in a book.

JADE WHITE has a wonderful book. Never Have A Vampire's Baby was extremely engaging and

entertaining to read. ABSOLUTELY LOVE IT! Although the free second book had twists and turns

throughout the story but the way it kinda ended just took away from the build-up of the relationship

between her two main characters. ðŸ“–ðŸ•µðŸ‘•ðŸ˜˜ðŸ˜„ðŸ™Œ

Intriguing story, and different from most vampire romances. It had a good ending, no cliffhanger.The

2nd story was interesting, but has a bitter sweet ending. And too many unanswered questions.Quick

and easy reads.



This was a very different story about a vampire and a human having a baby that I've ever read

before and I applauded the author for her originalty. It was not heavy but a light and fun story

instead with a happy ever ending.

I've enjoyed reading about Kim and Luke, who are like fighting the power of being soulmates. Who

will win? Kim is a strong woman she makes a home for her baby boy, who is so adorable, Her

sister-in-law, Daisy was a complete surprise . The only part I was left confused about was Kim's

brother, Mark being told the truth about his wife. Did Kim tell him or didn't she? I wish there had

been a little more details to understand who and where Kim's family was and how they felt about

Ethan or even Luke in the end. But I would recommend to any mature reader. The BONUSBOOK

THE VAMPIRE'S UNWANTED WIFE was great. Rita and Asher two prople who meet in a

graveyard while Rita and her family are hunting for vampires. These two actually start to bond until

Rita tags, him so now he can't bite a human to feed. Asher is determined the tag is coming out and

Rita will be his. More surprises and painful, sad moments A few laughs, but will Rita admit he's the

one, since he already has admitted she is the one for him? Can a hunter and a vampire be

soulmates? I loved reading this story until I got to the end for me I needed a little more detail unless

we get to continue with a book 2 about Greta and will her past make her future as a hunter

impossible, What will Rita's parents do after the map? How can Rita still be a hunter after the map

and Asher? I did enjoy reading both, so I would recommend both of these novels to a mature

reader. Enjoy!
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